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ABSTRACT
Quantum computing (QC) is emerging as a potential post-Moore
high-performance computing (HPC) technology. Trapped-ion quantum bits (qubits) are among the most leading technologies to reach
scalable quantum computers that would solve certain problems
beyond the capabilities of even the largest classical supercomputers.
In trapped-ion QC, qubits can physically move on the ion trap. The
state-of-the-art architecture, linear-tape model, only requires a few
laser beams to interact with the entire qubits by physically moving
the interacting ions to the execution zone. Since the laser beams
are limited resources, the ion chain movement and quantum gate
scheduling are critical for the circuit latency. To harness the emerging architecture, we present our mathematical model for scheduling
the qubit movements and quantum gates in order to minimize the
circuit latency. In our experiment, our scheduling reduces 29.47%
circuit latency on average. The results suggest classical HPC would
further improve the quantum circuit optimization.
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INTRODUCTION

Quantum Computing (QC) aims to solve certain computational
problems beyond the capabilities of even the largest classical highperformance computing (HPC). By leveraging quantum mechanical
principles (superposition and entanglement), QC algorithms demonstrate potential to revolutionize areas such as machine learning
[1], quantum chemistry [8, 14], and cryptography [15]. Thus, QC
is expected as a post-Moore HPC technology.
Trapped-ion technologies are among the most promising systems for practical QC. In trapped-ion QC, an ion is the physical
expression of a quantum bit (qubit), and each ion can be physically
shuttled over trap surfaces [6, 10–13]. Acousto-optic modulators

Figure 1: Linear-tape model trapped-ion quantum
computers.

(AOMs) generate the laser beams to perform single-qubit rotation
gates and XX-gates between arbitrary pairs of qubit ions [5, 16].
In the traditional trapped-ion architecture, since each ion requires a dedicated laser beam, the number of laser beams must be
equal to the number of ions. The scalability of trapped-ion QC is
then limited by the complexity of modulating the frequency and
amplitude of each laser beam.
Linear-tape model is the state-of-the-art technology to achieve
scalable QC [7]. This architecture only requires a few laser beams to
interact with the entire qubits on the linear ion crystal by physically
moving the target ions to the execution zone, as Figure 1. The ions
are trapped in a linear chain. Changing the voltages can transport
the ion chain [2, 9]. Since only a part of the ions can be located in
the range of laser beams at each time step, the entire ion chain will
physically move back and forth during the execution of quantum
circuits.
This architecture brings interesting scheduling problems (Figure 2) that are similar to classical disk I/O scheduling problems. In
that setting, we have existing scheduling algorithms, FIFO and elevator. However, since we have multiple laser beams and two-qubit
gates in our QC scheduling problem, FIFO and elevator cannot fit
our situation to give the optimal solution for minimizing the circuit
latency.
In this paper, we propose our integer linear programming (ILP)
approach for scheduling ion movement and quantum gates to support the linear-tape model trapped-ion QC architecture. Our scheduling algorithm is called STRIQC (Scheduling for TRapped-Ion QC).

Figure 2: An example of scheduling problem for
linear-tape trapped-ion machine.
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Figure 3: Circuit execution time.
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Let G be the set of gates. Let T be the set of program time steps.
For д ∈ G, we denote qд to express applying the gate д on the
qubit q. For two-qubit gates, qд is the control qubit, and qд′ is the
target qubit. To denote gate dependency, we use a binary relation
< on the gates. For two gates д1 < д2 if д2 depends on д1 . For t ∈
T , д ∈ T , we employ a binary variable c t,д = 1 if д is scheduled at t .
Otherwise, c t,д = 0. For t ∈ T , the moving distance of the ion chain
at time t is denoted by mt , and ht is the laser head position. tд and
ts are constant parameters for gate time and unit shuttling time,
respectively. n is the number of qubits, and k is the number of laser
beams, and d is the circuit depth.
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Figure 4: Circuit compilation time.

ILP Model

Objective:

3
d
Õ
Minimize d × tд +
(mi × ts )

(1)

i=1

Constraints:
∀д ∈ G,

Õ

c t,д = 1

(2)

t ∈T

∀д1 < д2 ∈ G,

Õ

(c t,д1 × t) <

t ∈T

Õ

(c t,д2 × t)

(3)

t ∈T

∀t ∈ T , д ∈ G, ht ≤ c t,д ×min(qд , qд′ ) + (1 − c t,д ) × (n − k + 1) (4)
∀t ∈ T , д ∈ G, c t,д × (ht + k − 1) ≥ c t,д × max(qд , qд′ )
∀д ∈ G, d ≥

Õ

(c t,д × t)

(5)
(6)

t ∈T

∀t ∈ T , −mt ≤ ht − tt −1 ≤ mt

RESULTS

We use Bernstein-Vazirani, quantum approximate optimization
algorithm (QAOA), adder, and quantum fourier transform (QFT) as
our benchmarks. Each of them uses 32 qubits in the program.
We evaluate the overall circuit execution time on our timing
model simulation. We set each gate time as 100µs [3], and the unit
shuttling time is 5µs [9]. We assume the device is a 32-qubit machine
with 16 laser beams.
Figure 3 shows the circuit execution time (the lower is better).
We perform STRIQC with different size of circuit blocks. STRIQC-N
means the circuit is divided into multiple N-gate blocks, and then we
apply STRIQC to schedule the circuit block. We compare STRIQC
with FIFO and elevator algorithms. The results show that STRIQC
gives a better scheduling of ion movements and gate operations in
terms of circuit latency. If we solve the circuits with larger blocks,
we can get more efficient scheduling. However, it takes longer time
to finish the compilation. Figure 4 shows the compilation time for
different size of circuit blocks.

(7)

We implement our model with AMPL [4], and STRIQC is integrated as a part of the QC compilation process. For existing quantum
applications, solving the scheduling problem for the whole circuit
at once may take long time to finish the optimization. To compile
the circuit within a reasonable period, we realize the optimized compilation by dividing the circuit into multiple small circuit blocks,
and solve the scheduling problem for each small circuit, and then
merge the results as the final executable quantum assembly.
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CONCLUSION

Linear-tape model is a novel trapped-ion QC architecture. To support this emerging QC (post-Moore HPC) architecture, we propose
an ILP-based scheduling for quantum circuits. STRIQC generates
the optimal sequence of ion movement operations and quantum
gates in terms of latency. With larger circuit block, STRIQC can generate the better scheduling. This indicates that we will get benefits
from classical HPC systems to achieve optimal compilation.
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